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Abstract The measurement of the political influence of organized interests continues to be among the most challenging frontiers in political science and related fields. The methodological challenges include determining the preferences of key actors and the extent to which these are satisfied by the policy output. We examine how interest group success has been measured in the literature and develop an alternative, spatial measurement of lobbying success. Outlining the practical challenges of measuring interest group success spatially we present and compare different spatial measures of success using simulations and new data from the InterEURO project. The choice of measurement has implications for the findings generated by studies of interest group success. Assessments of success differ according to whether they consider the reversion point or not, but different modes of incorporating the reversion point lead to similar finding.
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Despite their centrality to politics, questions of the power and influence of organized interests have been largely neglected.1 Behind this neglect are vexing methodological problems (Loomis and Cigler, 1995; Baron, 2006; Baumgartner and Leech, 1998). Lowery (2013) notes that attention to observable behavior biases research in the direction of null findings. The published null findings may only be the tip of the iceberg as academic journals have a bias against publishing null findings (Lowery (2013, p. 18). As a result, something as essential to the study of politics as influence has been condemned to a shadow existence. Where research on interest group influence is not altogether discouraged, scholars limit their ambitions. Acknowledging that ‘the question of interest group effectiveness is probably the least adequately researched aspect of the study of pressure groups’, Whiteley and Wingard (1987, p. 111) recommend that researchers confine themselves to surveying organized interests and policymakers about their perceptions of the effectiveness of group influence (Whiteley and Wingard 1987, p. 111).



In recent years, researchers have once again taken up the challenge of assessing the power and influence of organized interests directly. Dür (2008) argues in the context of EU politics that progress in measuring influence is possible if data on organized interest lobbying across many policy issues are analyzed. Indeed, important advances have been made in recent years in furthering our understanding of the impact of organized interests on policy outcomes in the US (Baumgartner et al., 2009), the EU (Klüver, 2013), the UK (Bernhagen, 2012) and comparatively for 1



The term ‘organized interests’ is used to denote any politically active organization, including



associations with individuals as members as well as associations with organizations as members or institutions such as corporations, universities, or hospitals (Lowery and Gray, 1995). For a systematic discussion of the nomenclature and conceptual issues in this area see Jordan et al. (2004).
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different polities at once (Mahoney, 2007). Despite their methodological and data advances, these studies share many of the problems highlighted by Lowery (2013), including the problem of identifying lobbying success. A major problem researchers face concerns the ability to attribute desired policy outputs to interest groups’ resources and strategies, but the methodological challenges in fact begin with determining the preferences of key actors and the extent to which these are satisfied by the policy output. Thus, for future studies of interest group influence to succeed, it is critical that the possibilities and limits of different ways of ascertaining interest group success are known.



In this article, we discuss different measures of interest organization success used in prior research, including self-attributions, expert judgments, and measures based on spatial models of politics, for which different formulae have been proposed in the literature. We consciously restrict the discussion to the measurement of lobbying success.2 We outline the strengths and weaknesses of these various measures and propose that a spatial measure of success is best suited to addressing the central concerns. We then develop such a spatial measure before demonstrating how its components can be collected through interviews with policy experts. We compare these estimates with positions based on content analysis of policy consultation documents. Finally, we discuss the empirical relationships among the different spatial measures in the light of the underlying problems of conceptualizing and measuring
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The actual influence of a policy actor in the political process cannot be directly measured. Instead, it



has to be inferred by matching an actor’s success to her resources and strategies, or through counterfactual analysis comparing actual outcomes to what would have happened in the absence of that actor’s behavior.
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success. We conclude by drawing lessons for future studies of interest representation and its effectiveness.



Alternative Measures of Lobbying Success Organized interests are politically influential to the extent that they succeed in obtaining policies they prefer while averting policies they dislike, even if the former are supported, or the latter are preferred, by other actors (cf. Dahl, 1957; Weber, 1978 [1922], p. 53). This suggests that analyses of interest group influence focus on goal attainment, so that the outcomes of political processes are compared with the preferences of interested actors (Dür, 2008). Attempts at operationalizing goal attainment can be distinguished on two dimensions: the source of the data and the scale of measurement. One variant of the first dimension are measures of selfattribution. These rely on policy actors’ subjective assessment of the extent to which they actually attained what they wanted. We refer to these as subjective measures of lobbying success. Secondly, a policy actor’s preferred outcome can be compared to actual outcomes irrespective of the sense of achievement the actor has regarding his or her goals. If outcomes of the lobbying process are coded on the basis of objective output, such as legislative or regulatory documents), we refer to these as objective measures of lobbying success.



Cutting across the dimension of subjective versus objective source of attribution, we can distinguish qualitative and quantitative success measures. Qualitative measures either express dichotomously whether or not actors have attained their preferred policy outputs or they indicate on an ordinal scale whether they have attained all, some or none of their goals. This would mean that successful actors categorically manage to obtain policies that are congruent with their preferences while avoiding 5



those that are not. By contrast, quantitative measures gauge the extent to which actors have attained their goals on a continuum ranging from ‘not at all’ to ‘fully’. This would mean that successful actors manage to bring policy outputs closer to their preferences. This latter view of policy success corresponds to spatial models of political conflict. However, while spatial analyses of special interest politics are gradually taking hold (see e.g. Victor, 2012), spatial measures of success are conspicuously absent from studies of interest group politics. In the following paragraphs, we briefly describe each possible combination with examples from the literature on interest group influence.



Qualitative-subjective Analyzing the effectiveness of lobbying in the context of Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform in the EU in the 1990s, Edgell and Thomson (1999) have followed the advice by Whiteley and Wingard (1987). In a survey, they asked lobbyists directly ‘how effective they considered themselves to be in influencing the CAP’ (Edgell and Thomson, 1999: 125). They found that national farming groups were the most positive about their effectiveness at influencing EU decision-making. Regional farming unions ‘felt less effective’, while environmental groups and rural development interest groups felt themselves to be ‘barely effective overall’ (Edgell and Thomson, 1999: 126). A similar approach, albeit engaging larger amounts of data across different policy issues and areas, is employed by Heinz et al. (1993). Based on interviews conducted with Washington representatives and their organizations in the context of specific congressional policy proposals (‘issue events’) in the areas of agriculture, energy, health, and labor, these researchers constructed a five-point ordinal measure of the portion (all, most, half, few, none) of the objectives the
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lobbyists say they achieved on each of the five policy proposals on which they were most active.



Quantitative-subjective For much of their analysis, Heinz et al. (1993) aggregate the success scores by group type (business, citizen issue group, labor union, minority group, nonprofit organization, professional association, and trade association) with respect to the four policy domains. This yields a quasi-continuous measure of group success. Based on interview data about the positions actors took on each policy issue, Heinz et al. also use their measure of self-ascribed success to calculate ‘side success’ – the average success rate for proponents and opponents of a policy proposal, respectively. This quasi-continuous variable reflects the extent to which sides of lobbyists achieved their goals and/or compromised in the pursuit of their policy goals. This measure has also been used by McKay (2012), who argues that it counter balances the personal biases of lobbyists who tend to over or under estimate their own success (McKay, 2012: 4).



Qualitative-objective In a secondary analysis of Heinz et al.’s data, McKay (2012) develops these measures further by combining them with objective information. She constructs a dichotomous success measure, preferred outcome, which relates lobbyists’ policy preferences as provided by Heinz et al.’s survey to policy outcomes retrieved from official sources. It records whether a preferred proposal eventually became enacted or not. An ordinal variant of a qualitative-objective measure is used by Baumgartner et al. (2009). Their measure of lobbying success relates to sides and captures whether a side got what it wanted in terms of changes to the status quo. This is 7



coded 2 if the side got the outcome it preferred, 1 if the side got part of what it wanted, and 0 if the side did not succeed in achieving its policy goal. Outside the US, a similar ordinal measure has been employed in Bernhagen’s (2012) analysis of lobbying around British policy proposals that relies entirely on publically available sources. Here, interest groups’ positions on policy proposals are coded from newspapers and related to official government information on whether a policy was fully, partly, or not at all enacted. Table 1 summarizes the possible combinations and examples.



[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]



The only study to date that has come close to implementing a quantitative-objective measure of lobbying success is Klüver’s (2013) analysis of policy formulation in the EU. Klüver employs objective and fully quantitative measures of lobbyists’ policy positions based on consultation documents and relates these to quantitative shifts, first, in the position of the European Commission between the preliminary draft proposal and the official policy proposal, and, second, to quantitative shifts on an issue dimension between the official policy proposal and the legislative decision. This is based on a spatial view of politics in which lobbyists and policymakers have ideal points on issue dimensions and where policy outcomes can be closer to an actor’s ideal point or further away from it. But while Klüver thus has the raw material to implement a fully quantitative concept of success in which lobbyists can be gradually more or less successful in attaining preferred outputs, she dichotomizes her data to distinguish successful issue actors (those who manage to shift outcomes closer to their ideal point) from unsuccessful ones (those that didn’t). Thus, while based on objective and quantitative ingredients, Klüver’s measure of lobbying success is 8



effectively a qualitative one. As a result, the bottom right cell in Table 1 remains empty.



Categorical measures are expected to circumvent problems of equivalence that are apparent in quantitative measures. For the latter, it may not always be appropriate to compare difference in magnitude of success. A success score of 50 on one issue may not be the same as a success value of 50 on another issue, as the points of reference (feasible outcomes or extreme positions of relevant actors) may not capture the same space even if numerically uniform scales are applied. However, far from solving the problem, dichotomous measures of success are based on the analogous assumption that success on one issue is equivalent to success on another issue – an assumption that is at best marginally more plausible than the assumption of equivalence underlying quantitative measurement. Moreover, in many real world policy struggles actors confront each other in a polarized fashion, and even policy issues with more fine-grained conflict dimensions often cluster around a small number of sides (typically two) (Lowery 2013). But for other, empirically continuous conflict dimensions, the question arises to what extent the benefit of establishing comparability by way of dichotomization outweighs the costs of reducing the amount of information contained in the data (cf. Benoit, 2005). In the absence of a quantitative measure of lobbying, the answer to this question cannot be known.



What can be known already is that the choice between subjective and objective measures has consequences for our inferences about who is successful in politics and who is not. McKay (2012) has applied both subjective and objective success measures to the same data, which enables her to compare empirical results of lobbying analysis using a self-attribution measure with results of otherwise similar 9



empirical models based on how objective policy outcomes relate to lobbyists’ preferences. The correlation between lobbyists’ perceived success as measured by Heinz et al. (1993) and McKay’s ‘preferred outcome’ measure is r=0.74 among lobbyists in support of and r=–0.56 among those opposed to the proposal (p. 921, note 5). However, the two measures behave differently in the context of otherwise identical multivariate models: While public interest lobbyists report significantly fewer achievements with regard to their policy objectives than business lobbyists, they are actually more likely than business interests to realize their ‘preferred outcomes’. McKay reasons that this may be because public interest lobbyists are ‘more humble in their assessment of success than lobbyists with impressive connections who charge high salaries for their lobbying efforts’ (p. 919). Whatever the underlying reason, there seems to be a difference between how successful public interest groups are and how successful they believe or say they are. In the next section, we propose to fill the bottom right cell in Table 1 by developing quantitative objective measures of lobbying success based on a spatial model of political conflict.



Collecting data for a spatial measure of success Developing a spatial measure of organized interest success requires the sequential collection of several types of data. The first step is the identification of singledimensional policy issues. These are essential for both a spatial conception of policymaking and for the study of influence, which requires that a minimum level of controversy is exhibited. Working at the level of the policy issue enables the identification of relevant populations of policy actors, including organized interests. This paves the way for measuring the policy position of each actor at the point in the policymaking process when formal consultations begun. The final legislative outcome
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and reversion point are measured relative to the policy positions established for each actor.



In the InterEURO project, we started with a stratified random sample of policy proposals (cross-reference to IG&A paper on sampling). We selected the European Commission as the principal source for positional data. The Commission is fully engaged with all legislative proposals from their very beginning to the final outcome. It is also the hub, when consultations begin, for attempts by organized interests and institutional actors to project their respective policy demands (Bouwen, 2009). This means that the Commission is uniquely placed to assess which actors assumed central lobbying roles on a given issue within a proposal, as well as to determine their respective policy positions relative to each other as well as to the wider legislative context. The data was collected via an extensive program of interviews with Commission officials, for which we developed a semi-structured questionnaire. The officials were selected on the basis that they had specific responsibility for a legislative proposal contained in the InterEURO sample at the time of its preparation. These individuals generally work on one legislative file at a time, and they engage directly with the population of organized interests that actively lobby on a proposal.



The questionnaire was organized so as to mirror the sequential data collection requirements, placing the identification of the policy issue at the beginning. Here the respondent, after a brief example was given, was asked: “[c]an you identify up to three distinct issues within the proposal concerning (name of the proposal added) on which there was disagreement among the stakeholders?” This approach turned out to be very intuitive for the Commission officials, who readily provided an average of 1.5 controversial issues for each proposal that organized interests had been active 11



on. For example, on the proposal for a Directive on Deposit Guarantee Schemes (2010), two distinct issues were identified: The level of ex ante funding for depositor guarantee schemes (0.5 per cent of eligible deposits Vs 1.5 per cent of eligible deposits); and, the payout deadline for depositors, following a banking collapse or comparable circumstance (one week vs. the status quo of 20 working days). The parameters of each issue were defined by asking “which two non-state stakeholders took the most divergent initial positions” and then placing them at either end of a preprepared issue continuum, with values of either 0 or 100. The official was then asked to provide positional values for the remaining organized interests that participated on the specific policy issue. The resultant list(s) of actors gives a good indication of which groups were most actively engaged on an issue, as the more peripheral or one-off contacts were simply not recalled. In total, the interviews yielded more than one thousand observations of organized interests.



A possible drawback to this approach is that the policy positions ascribed to interests may not necessarily represent their sincere preferences, but are merely negotiating positions (Ward, 2004). While this is plausible, it is not generally a cause for concern in our context. For example, an official who was interviewed with regard to a proposal on car emission standards was aware that the sincere position of the most active environmental group was to phase out the combustion engine, yet this group’s policy position was a well-reasoned and fully-costed demand for emissions to be set at a point that manufacturers could realistically accommodate in their next production cycle, although at a cost. The crucial point here is that regularly participating organized interests realize that the policy position they put forward must be feasible to implement – otherwise policy makers will not take them seriously. It is also questionable whether it is typical for lobbyists to be in a position to misrepresent their 12



organization’s policy position given that its position was likely arrived at after a prolonged process of internal debate and may constitute a rather fragile internal compromise, either between members or departments. In addition the data that emerged suggest that a significant number of issues are of a dichotomous type, which leaves little scope for strategic position taking.



The picture of actor involvement was completed with each official locating the policy positions for the Commission, European party groups, and member states for the same point in time and relative to the positions attributed to organized interests. Finally, the Commission officials identified both the final legislative outcome, if reached, and the reversion point i.e., the possibly hypothetical final position in circumstances of no legislative agreement. Together the issue continua facilitate comparisons across the policy spectrum, allowing inferences to be made to the wider population given the nature of the InterEURO sample.



The interview data turned out to be remarkably complete and of a high quality. Two factors in particular worked in our favor. The first was that the project was of a scale that enabled considerable resources to be used in developing and refining the questionnaire. This was important, as it soon became apparent that even small changes to the wording or order of a question could make a sizeable difference to the quality of the responses received. The second factor was the quality of the respondents. As well as being exceptionally well placed to recollect events that other types of experts would not, they were also generally open and candid with their responses and generous with their time, often coming back more than once with specific details. Moreover, and with few exceptions, the Commission officials proved fully able to conceptualize policy making in spatial terms. 13



Yet, the possibility that the information provided by Commission officials might be systematically biased or unreliable cannot be altogether ruled out. The availability of data to cross validate these responses is limited. Members or staff of the European Parliament (EP) or the Council are generally not in a position to offer a comparative perspective of organized interest activity at the point when consultations began. The EP receives significant lobbying, but generally at a later stage in the legislative process, by which time it can no longer be assumed that arguments have remained unchanged. The Council itself receives less direct attention from lobbyists, while lobbying directed at individual permanent representatives is likely to be skewed towards their respective nationalities. However, interviews (106) conducted with interest groups active on specific proposal within the InterEURO sample revealed that in 90 per cent of cases the issues identified by Commission officials were also identified by lobbyists.



Moreover, policy documents submitted to the Commission by organized interests as part of the consultation process are available, although only for approximately 50 per cent of legislative proposals within the InterEURO sample. These documents proved highly relevant to the task of validating the positions taken by the organized interests according to the Commission officials. Two researchers independently analyzed the texts from a relevant subset of these documents, i.e., those sent by organized interests that the Commission officials had identified in relation to a corresponding proposal. This revealed that 90 per cent of the issues that were identified during the interviews were visible at the time of consultation. To validate the policy positions that the officials had attributed to organized interests the researchers estimated the positions using content analysis of the consultation documents. They were unaware 14



of the reported positions, but were given the substantive meaning of the issue parameters (0,100). The results were recorded on a simplified 3 point categorical scale (0, 50, and 100). The reason for not using the full range of values was that it proved to be too nuanced for non-policy experts to reasonably assess. The results of the analysis lend considerable support to the decision to interview Commission officials, providing an estimated Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.82 with confidence interval of (0.73, 0.90).



Measuring success using spatial data The spatial data described in the previous section can be used to calculate several measures of success. A first potential spatial measure of success is the absolute difference between an actor’s ideal point and the outcome (distance-to-outcome measure). This is the preferred approach of studies of EU decision-making that focus on actors with formal decision-making roles (Thomson, 2011; Golub, 2012). The underlying idea here is that the closer an actor is to the final outcome, the greater is its success (e.g. Verschuren and Arts, 2004). In form of an equation,



sij = Q − |(xij − Oj)|



(1)



where sij is the success of actor i on issue j, Q is the distance between the minimum and the maximum on the scale, xij is the ideal point of actor i on issue j and Oj is the outcome on issue j. The greater sij, the greater the success of an actor.



Some authors recommend that issues (Junge and König, 2007) or gains/losses (Golub, 2012) be weighted by the salience each actor assigns to them. In the InterEURO project, we decided not to collect data on the salience of an issue to each non-state actor, for two reasons. First, while it is plausible that experts can give an 15



estimate of the revealed position of an actor, asking the same expert to give an estimate of the salience of an issue to an actor is less convincing. Second, we expect variation in salience to be limited, as all actors that are mentioned in the interviews with the Commission officials are likely to have a major stake in the policy.



A potential objection to this approach is that distances to outcomes cannot be compared across issues. That is, a success score of 50 on one issue may not be the same as a success value of 50 on another issue, as the 0-100 scales used in the interviews are determined separately for each issue. What separates positions 0 and 100 may be a minor detail on one issue, whereas on another issue the difference captured by the same numerical distance may be much bigger. We do not think that this is a major concern for our data, as we ask respondents only about highly controversial issues. Nevertheless, it is possible to respond to this concern by comparing ranks rather than distances across issues. The measure of success would then be the number of actors that ended up further away from the outcome than the actor itself. Illustratively, if five actors were identified as having been active on an issue, this rank-based measure of success would give a value of 4 to the actor whose ideal point is closest to the outcome, 3 to the second closest actor and so on. However, unlike in analyses of formal institutional decision-making, where the number of relevant actors is usually fixed, in the context of lobbying such a measure would be highly sensitive to variation in the number of actors that were identified in the interview across issues.



A major disadvantage of the distance-to-outcome measure of success is that it does not take into account the location of the reversion point. In most cases, the reversion point is equal to the status quo. However, in some cases the status quo may not be a 16



fallback option because of a sunset clause or because of a decision by the European Court of Justice that makes a return to the status quo impossible. How important the reversion point is for a measure of success can be illustrated with the following hypothetical example, in which actor A has an ideal point of 20 and actor B of 50. The outcome is located at 35, so the distance-to-outcome measure of success assigns the same value to actors A and B (15). Suppose that the reversion point is located at 20: the new outcome at 35 thus is substantially closer to the ideal point of actor B than the reversion point. Actor B managed to avert a much worse outcome. By contrast, the new outcome moves the policy away from the ideal point of A. B may therefore be considered more successful than A.3



A second potential measure of success accounts for this deficiency by measuring the improvement compared to the reversion-point. The reasoning here is that an actor should be considered more successful if it manages to pull the outcome closer to its ideal point relative to the reversion point. If the distance to the reversion point was large, and the distance to the outcome is small, an actor should be considered highly successful. Formally,



sij = | xij − RPj | − |(xij −Oj)|



(2)



where RPj is the reversion point on issue j. Variations of this measure could square the two distances before subtracting them, or divide the distance to the reversion point by the distance to the outcome. In all versions, the larger sij, the greater the success of an actor. With this measure, too, the problem of comparing distances 3



Comparing to the reversion point may be less appropriate for studies of member state success in EU



decision-making, as for them the reversion point may be something highly undesirable, as not agreeing may cause long-term damage for inter-state cooperation (Thomson, 2011: p. 169).
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across issues arises. To deal with it, we can dichotomize the improvement-toreversion-point measure.



The improvement-to-reversion-point measure has the disadvantage that it gives all groups on one side of the outcome and of the reversion point the same success score. That is, if the reversion point is 20 and the outcome is 50, all actors at or to the right of 50 win 30, independent of how close they are to the final outcome. All actors at or to the left of 20 lose 30. In the extreme case in which both the reversion point and the outcome are located at 0, all actors identified get a success score of 0. This is the case for 10 issues identified in the framework of the InterEURO project. On the one hand, giving all actors a score of 0 in this case makes sense, as the outcome did not move away from the reversion point and thus there were no gains or losses. On the other hand, it may seem reasonable to assign greater success to an actor located at 50 than one located at 100, as this actor was closer to the final outcome.



To account for this, a third measure of success weights the gains or losses compared to the reversion point by the distance that an actor has to the final outcome (relativeimprovement measure). Formally:



| xij − RPj | − |(xij − Oj)| +Q



(3)



sij = | xij − 0 j | + 100 where the range (Q) is added to the numerator to make sure that it is positive and 100 is added to the denominator to avoid divisions by 0 and large outliers for groups that are located very close to the outcome.
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In practice, the difference between the improvement-to-reversion-point and the relative-improvement measures is quite small. To show this, we simulate a set of scenarios and compare the success scores according to these and different policy positions of an interest group (Figure 1). First, we hold the outcome constant and vary the reversion point (left panel), then we hold the reversion point constant and vary the outcome (right panel). When the outcome is 0 and the reversion point is 0 (upper left graph), the improvement-to-reversion-point measure gives all actors a success score of 0 independent of their position on the dimension from 0 to 100. By contrast, under the same scenario the relative-improvement measure increasingly penalizes actors the further they are away from 0 (lower left graph). When the reversion point is at 100 and the outcome is at 0, both measures behave similarly. Looking at the scenario where the reversion point is kept constant at 50 while the outcome varies from 0 to 100, the improvement-to-reversion-point measure gives all actors the same score independent of their position as long as the outcome is at 50 or lower. If the outcome is at a position higher than 50, the measure increasingly penalizes actors that are distant from the reversion point. The relative-improvement measure behaves very similarly under these conditions, but it penalizes actors for moving away from the reversion point already at outcome values of below 50. Thus, correcting for the disadvantage of attributing to all groups on one side of the outcome and of the reversion point the same success score (improvement-to-reversion-point) by weighting gains or losses by the distance to the final outcome is of limited benefit.



[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]



To assess the relationships among all three measures, we now apply them to the InterEURO data. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the three measures. The 19



distance-to-outcome measure ranges from 0 to 100 and has a tri-modal distribution with peaks at 0, 50 and 100. The improvement to reversion point measure ranges from -100 to 100, with 0 as the mode. The large number of 0s in this measure (101 observations) results from issues on which the outcome and the reversion point coincide. The relative-improvement measure, finally, ranges from 0 to 2, with peaks at 1 (91 observations) and 0.5 (54 observations). As can be seen in Table 2, the various measures are highly positively correlated.4 While there are some differences between the distance-to-outcome measure and the other two measures (r=0.59 and 0.77, respectively), the two measures relying on the reversion point are highly congruent (r=0.94).5 This closeness suggests that all three measures capture the same underlying concept of success.



[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE] [TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]



While we are concerned here with measures of success rather than of influence, we want to ensure that success is a variable that relates to the political properties and behavior of actors rather than being a matter of sheer luck (Dowding, 1996). One approach at gauging the extent to which the success measures developed here capture luck is to compare them with the success scores of a random actor. We do



4



In calculating these measures, we lose about 10 per cent of the observations because of missing



values for the outcome or the reversion point. 5



The measures are sensitive to changes in operationalization, however. When the relative-



improvement measure is calculated as a fraction, the correlation with the same measure based on a difference is only 0.54 (p
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this by simulating 10 actors with random positions on the 0-100 dimension for each of the 106 issues. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the positions of these random actors compared to the positions of the actors in the data set. While the positions of the random actors are equally distributed over the 0-100 dimensions, the positions of the actors in our dataset are heavily concentrated towards 0 and towards 100.



[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]



Nevertheless, at the aggregate level, the three success scores of the interest groups in our dataset are quite similar to those of the random actors (Figure 4). On average, random actors are even slightly more successful than the real actors in our dataset. Even so, when disaggregating the real actors by type, distinguishing between citizen groups and business actors, we find some interesting variation. While the success of random actors is bigger than the success of either business or citizen actors when success is measured as distance-to-outcome, this constellation is unique to this measure. Citizen groups are more successful than random actors when using either the improvement-to-reversion point or the relative-improvement measure, whereas business actors are substantially less successful than random actors especially on the second measure. These systematic differences suggest that our success measures capture more than just random noise. They further suggest that the choice of measurement may be consequential for the findings about lobbying success. Overall, despite the apparent magnitudes of the success scores, the patterns of success by group type shows that the improvement-to-reversion point and the relative-improvement measures are aligned with each other while the distance-tooutcome measure behaves somewhat differently.
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Conclusion To date, attempts to assess the political influence of organized interests have relied on qualitative measures of lobbying success. Our review of the literature on selfattributed success measures shows that the choice of measurement of lobby success has implications for the findings generated by studies of interest group success. As suggested by McKay (2012), different types of interest groups appear to be more or less successful depending on whether a subjective or objective success measure is used.



We have developed objective quantitative measures, based on the spatial theory of political conflict. Comparisons of these spatial measures suggest that they capture the same underlying concept of success. At the same time, there are important differences that hinge on whether or not the reversion point has been taken into account when measuring the success of a policy actor: citizen groups, but not other group types, appear more successful than random actors when the reversion point is incorporated in the success measure. If the reversion point is ignored, citizen groups join business groups in being less successful than hypothetical random lobbyist. While the two measures incorporating the reversion point do so in different ways, in practice they behave rather similar.



Our spatial measurement strategy has followed the dominant ‘proximity’ model of spatial analysis (cf. Hinich and Enelow, 1984), including the widely shared assumption of symmetrical preferences. Like students of voting behavior, we ultimately cannot know whether this is the correct view of political conflict or whether 22



preferences might in fact be asymmetrical or indeed whether a directional model as advanced by Rabinowitz and Macdonald (1989) would be more appropriate. Whether the difference between the two perspectives is consequential or whether interest group scholars are safe in relying on the assumptions of the proximity model should be investigated by future research.
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Table 1: Combinations of scale and source type in the measurement of lobbying success



Subjective



Objective



Qualitative



Quantitative



Edgell & Thomson 1999*



Heinz et al. 1993 (II)



Heinz et al. 1993 (I)*



McKay 2012 (II)



Baumgartner et al. 2009



This paper



Bernhagen 2012* Klüver 2013 McKay 2012 (I)*



* ordinal



Table 2: Comparison of the success measures (Pearson’s r) Distance to outcome



Improvement to reversion point



Improvement to



0.59



-



0.77



0.94



reversion point Relative improvement



Note: N=1043 for the distance to outcome measure and N=924 for the other two measures
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Figure 1: Behavior of the improvement-to-reversion-point and relative-improvement measures in simulated combinations of outcome, reversion point and actor position
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Figure 2: Distribution of the success measures Relative improvement
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Figure 3: Distribution of positions
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Figure 4: Comparison of mean success
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